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Welcome to the first Newsletter of the next 50 years (and beyond) of CCS. I certainly did not expect to be penning this greeting, having thought, as did many others, that I’d stepped down from the Deanship. However, as the search for a new Dean remains ongoing, I am profoundly grateful to Professor Kathy Foltz for assuming the interim position for the last two years. I find myself seated in a familiar office again enjoying the vibrant excitement of the College and its students. And indeed, much is going on.

We look forward to searching for three new faculty, in Art, Music Composition and Marine Science, which will be the first new CCS major in 24 years when it admits its first students in 2020. This major opens the vision of a range of faculty from many departments and colleges across campus, spearheaded by our own Professor Dave Valentine (CCS Biology, and the newly invested L&S Robert M. Norris Presidential Chair of Earth Science). The Marine Science major is a new opportunity for undergraduates interested in research in the biological and physical aspects of the ocean. Equally importantly, it stands as a testament to the value that UC Santa Barbara places in the CCS model and its contribution to campus, and as a guide to the potential establishment of other new majors in the College.

However, we are not measured by programs, but by our students. Our population of junior colleagues swelled by 102 new admittees this fall, balancing 95 who graduated last spring, bringing the College to 402. The variety of activities and accomplishments of CCS students is extraordinarily heartening. We again celebrated this in person with the Second Annual CCS Research & Creative Activities Conference (RACA-CON) on November 3rd, but increasingly the College is able to share some of these projects and ongoing stories through its growing video record of student research and creativity—invite you to visit, and revisit ccs.ucsb.edu/news to view the challenging and ever-expanding world of our students.

Bruce Tiffney
Interim Dean
Unless you are a banker, lawyer or businessman, a suit is in all likelihood a uniform you only dust off for weddings, job interviews and funerals. Most men’s clothing brands design suits for the corporate class, forgetting about the artists, actors, writers, musicians and other creative folks. Frustrated by the lack of diversity in menswear, Daniel Lewis, CCS Art ’05, set out to make a suit for people like himself—whose needs had been ignored by the traditional brands—and founded Brooklyn Tailors.

From the beginning, the quality of each suit from Brooklyn Tailors set it apart from the competition. While at CCS, Lewis noticed his classmates cared about the details of their aesthetic lives. “My friends were artists, musicians, writers and they all had excellent taste,” remembered Lewis. “They cared about the clothes they wore, but suits, somehow, didn’t seem to fit into their identity.” Brooklyn Tailors did not revolutionize the suit or make any extreme changes; rather, they subtly tweaked the clothing to make it speak to another sector of the population. Lewis added, “The goal was to make a suit that [creative people] could put on and would feel like a seamless extension of everything else they embodied.”

One of the differentiating features of a Brooklyn Tailors’ suit is the quality of the fabric. According to Lewis, Brooklyn Tailors utilizes some of the world’s best tailoring fabrics, the same fabrics used by the big designer fashion houses, including wool from Vitale Barberis Canonico and Trabaldo Togna, two of Italy’s oldest and most renowned mills. Portuguese craftsmen hand sew and tailor each suit using these extraordinary fabrics. Lewis travels to Portugal each year to ensure the products are up to his high standards.

CCS Art alumnus Daniel Lewis created one of New York’s hottest menswear companies by building suits for artists.
Lewis is not alone in this venture. His wife, Brenna (College of Letters and Science Sociology ’05), is also his fifty-fifty partner in charge of the business aspects of the company. The couple had no experience running a business before Brooklyn Tailors and thus had to learn the ins-and-outs on the fly. “We both laugh about the fact that we really have no formal training in running a business,” Lewis remarked. “I think that if you talk to most small business owners, they’ll probably tell you that the steepest learning curve was learning how to be a business, to manage people, to motivate a team, and to build operational systems.” Although it seemed daunting at first, the UCSB alumni couple had fun learning the ropes together. Said Lewis: “Every day is a new adventure and a new challenge.”

Daniel Lewis with his wife and business partner Brenna Lewis

Fine Art to Menswear

Lewis was attracted to CCS for the ability to take advanced art classes as a first-year student. “I loved the idea that I could, even in year one, go right to the subject matter and even more advanced-level courses that I was eager to be a part of,” he said. The openness of the CCS Art program enabled Lewis to grow his craft. “One of the cool things about CCS was the program allowed me to develop as an artist very freely and quickly without a lot of restrictions,” said the suit maker. “I enjoyed the bigger picture of not just making a suit or making a piece of art, but making a brand and a concept and telling the story behind a product.”

Growing up in San Diego and attending UC Santa Barbara, Lewis did not need a suit until he started looking for full-time jobs. “I needed to find myself a good suit that I actually wanted to wear,” he remembered, “and I was having an incredibly hard time finding it.” Eventually, he got fed up and decided to make a suit for himself. “As an artist, as someone who knows how to make things … I naively felt that it would be easy,” said Lewis. During the process of teaching himself to create his first suit, Lewis learned an appreciation for this incredibly challenging craft.

Lewis quickly realigned instead of being the person building the suits, he wanted to build a brand. “I didn’t want to be the one necessarily with the needle and thread,” said the suit maker. “I enjoyed the bigger picture of not just making a suit or making a piece of art, but making a brand and a concept and telling the story behind a product.”

Still an Artist

People often perceive Lewis as undergoing a career shift when he started his business from artist to businessman. His, however, still sees himself as an artist. “To me, it was just sort of an organic transition,” he noted. “I look at it all as the same side of the brain. I’m still engaged in a creative practice, it just became more practical and applied.” For Lewis, establishing a creative business instead of investing in himself as an artist “added some interesting layers to the equation.”

Opening a flagship company store, which Lewis did in 2012, was one of these layers and one of the first times Lewis felt like the brand had made it. Also in 2012, Brooklyn Tailors was first asked to be carried in a retail store. “The first time that a retail store contacted us asking if they could carry our clothing was another kind of benchmark moment,” remarked Lewis. “We thought, ‘Wow, someone wants to sell our product.’ We didn’t expect that would ever happen.”

Once Brooklyn Tailors was in its first retail store, the company quickly began getting picked up by a few more retailers. All the while, Lewis had his sights set on Barney’s of New York. He considered Barney’s the perfect retailer for his young brand, but knew he had to carefully consider when to reach out. “I purposely waited until I felt our brand had developed enough and our collection was up to par enough to even knock on their doors,” said Lewis. Lewis sent an email to a contact from his previous work, never expecting to hear back. Next thing he knew, he was showing his collection to Tom Kalenderian, Barney’s Menswear Director, who dug his suits. “[Meeting with Kalenderian] was one of those big moments for us,” remarked Lewis. “He’s a person I admire in the industry, and he...
knows more than anyone what goes into a well-made suit.” The fact that Kalenderian approved of his suits “was a really proud moment.”

Word of Mouth

Many publications have lauded Brooklyn Tailors for their outstanding suits. In 2014 they were one of four brands, and the only formal brand, recognized by GQ in the magazine’s 2014 “Best New Menswear Designers in America” contest. More recently, in 2017, Brooklyn Tailors’ new flagship store—they moved from their original store in 2016—was dubbed by GQ as one of the “25 Best New Stores in the World.” The New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, New York Magazine, Rhapsody, MR Magazine, Esquire, and many other periodicals raved about the suits. Additionally, many A-list celebrities, including Bryan Cranston, Daniel Radcliffe, Aziz Ansari, Paul Rudd, and Kumail Nanjiani, have been spotted on red carpets, on talk shows, and in magazine covers sporting one of Lewis’ bespoke suits.

Rather than invest in marketing and advertising, Lewis depends on word-of-mouth and good press coverage to drive sales. “[The press coverage] definitely helps us grow our business and gets more customers,” remarked Lewis. When his fledgling company first started earning recognition, Lewis thought the effects would be immediate—there would be a line of new customers outside the door. He soon recognized this was not the case. A suit, he explained, is an investment item that most people only buy every few years. “You’ll get someone walking into the store three years after that article comes out, and we ask them how they heard about us, and they say, ‘I didn’t need a suit at the time, but I saved the article, and now I’m here.’”

Now over 11 years into the business, Lewis still greets customers at his flagship store in Brooklyn’s Williamsburg neighborhood. Business success is important, but quality is paramount. In an interview with Leanluxe, Lewis said he and his wife want to have their hands in every aspect of the business and have turned down outside investors. “I think by nature that’s probably going to keep us small, but we’re ok with that. I mean, the luxury of being small is that you don’t have anyone to answer to.”

CCS by the Numbers

CCS accounts for 2% of UC Santa Barbara’s undergraduate students and 21% of the campus’ regent scholars

7:1 student to faculty ratio

55% of the residents of Pendola, the CCS residence hall, are CCS students

402 students

82 Physicists
78 Biologists
68 Mathematicians
49 Writers
42 Computer Scientists
39 Chemists & Biochemists
38 Artists
17 Composers
A Perfect Pair

CCS alumni Mary Heebner and MacDuff Everton explore the world while inspiring each other

Think of the most beautiful locations in the world—from the beaches of Fiji to the Himalayan mountains and the rolling hills of the Tuscan countryside. It is highly likely that MacDuff Everton (CCS Art ’81) and Mary Heebner (CCS Art ’73) have been there. The couple has spent the past 30 years traveling around the planet, capturing photos, and creating art at every opportunity.

A landscape photographer and visual anthropologist, Everton has been shooting images since he was a teenager in the 1960s. In the beginning, he traveled by himself. But that all changed in 1988 when fellow Santa Barbara artist Heebner invited herself on a trip to Mexico. Although they were friendly and ran in the same professional circles, this trip was the first time they spent time together. The Santa Barbarans hit it off and married a year later.

For decades, magazines sent Everton on assignment to all corners of the Earth, and Heebner joined him, at times writing the magazine story and other times as the photo assistant. “We work really well as a team,” Everton noted. “We see the world differently. We inform each other’s eye.” He went on to say that Heebner turned out to be a great model. “She had no idea she’d end up a cover girl,” he laughed. “It surprised both of us.”

Heebner took advantage of the trips to inspire her own work. “While I am on the road, I’m constantly writing and taking notes; I keep notebooks and sketchbooks,” said the artist. This practice was the impetus for her to start creating limited edition fine art
Everton found photography by chance at age 17 when he left Santa Barbara to surf in Biarritz. It was on this trip that he literally picked up a camera a tourist had left in the middle of the road. His early attempts of photography augmented the letters he sent to his family as he worked his way from Europe across Asia. “Initially, I would send rolls of film along with letters allowing my family to see visually what I was writing,” remembered Everton. He processed a few rolls of film in Hong Kong and when he reached Japan he was able to sell his first two stories to the Asahi Press—one on Burma, the other on South East Asia. Everton was still using the Kodak Pony Camera he originally found on the street. “I wondered what I could do with a real camera,” he said.

He returned to Santa Barbara, enrolled in Santa Barbara City College, and worked odd jobs to save enough money to buy a new camera. One day a local film company offered him a position to create educational films in South America.

Although taking this opportunity meant dropping out of school, he jumped at the possibility. “This was exactly what I wanted to do if I had gone through school … so I dropped out of school to do it.” A year later, the company ran out of money when he was in Guatemala. He returned to Santa Barbara, enrolled in Santa Barbara City College, and worked odd jobs to save enough money to buy a new camera. One day a local film company offered him a position to create educational films in South America.

Everton enjoyed documenting the Yucatán, but he aspired to return to school to be challenged as an artist. Everton heard about CCS from family friends who were members of the College’s faculty. The year was 1976, and he was fresh off a year as an Artist-in-Residence in Washington State.

CCS was everything Everton was looking for and more. He truly enjoyed the relationships he formed with the faculty and his classmates. “I was getting ideas and feedback as an artist, and I found CCS to be really exciting.” While studying at CCS, Everton supported himself by working at a pack station, an operation that guided people and delivered freight by mule and horse, in the High Sierras. This did not stop him from taking full advantage of the fantastic opportunities available to him as an Art major, and his work led to him teaching a seminar on Latin American writers. “When I was on the trails I was riding on average about 30 miles a day on horseback, and I would read the books of these great Latin American writers whenever I had the chance,” recalled Everton. “At the time, there weren’t any classes on these writers, so I decided to teach a seminar class focused on them.”

Everton was still working on his Yucatán project while at CCS. The photographer would take a full year of classes in two quarters to allow him to work at the pack station for the remaining six months. Following his graduation, Everton pursued a Master’s degree at UCSB, where he met Professor and Photo Historian Ulrich Keller. Everton showed Keller his portfolio—which was now in its second decade—and Keller was blown away. Remembered Everton: “He [Keller] looked at the portfolio, and he said, ‘Have you published any of this material?’ and I said, ‘No, that’s what I want to do.’ And he replied, ‘The dream of every photo historian is to discover some great work. This is some great work. I’ll help you.’”

A few years later, in 1991, Everton’s epic tale of the Yucatán people, titled The Modern Maya, was published by the University of New Mexico Press. What had started as a one-day project, had turned into a 20-year masterpiece. The book was turned into a traveling exhibition that toured the United States.

**A Perfect Fit**

Heebner’s journey to CCS was more conventional than Everton’s. She attended UCSB right after high school as a UCSB Regents Scholar, but she felt out of place in the large university. “At first I was flailing around,” said Heebner. “I didn’t seek out a counselor; instead, I would browse the bookstore and take classes based upon the books that were interesting to me. I wound up taking some fascinating classes, but they were all upper division—I hadn’t taken any lower division requirements.” A faculty member, Max Schott, saw Heebner’s passion and realized that she was a classic CCS student. She submitted a portfolio in 1971 and once she was admitted to the College, she flourished.

CCS turned out to be the perfect fit for Heebner. “It was specific to people who were disciplined and self-directed, and had some kind of inking or some kind of passion and curiosity,” said Heebner. “The (CCS) students thrived in an environment where people would ask you challenging questions, and you would have to come up with thoughtful answers.” She went on: “You couldn’t just sit there and be passive. It’s not for everybody, but I thrived.” The spontaneity and collaborative nature of her cohorts was one of Heebner’s favorite aspects. “The College was 24/7,” she noted. “We

**Finding Photography**

Everton found photography by chance at age 17 when he left Santa Barbara to surf in Biarritz. It was on this trip that he literally picked up a camera a tourist had left in the middle of the road. His early attempts of photography augmented the letters he sent to his family as he worked his way from Europe across Asia. “Initially, I would send rolls of film along with letters allowing my family to see visually what I was writing,” remembered Everton. He processed a few rolls of film in Hong Kong and when he reached Japan he was able to sell his first two stories to the Asahi Press—one on Burma, the other on South East Asia. Everton was still using the Kodak Pony Camera he originally found on the street. “I wondered what I could do with a real camera,” he said.

He returned to Santa Barbara, enrolled in Santa Barbara City College, and worked odd jobs to save enough money to buy a new camera. One day a local film company offered him a position to create educational films in South America.

Although taking this opportunity meant dropping out of school, he jumped at the possibility. “This was exactly what I wanted to do if I

**Books**

The books paired her images with her writing, culled from her travel notes and subsequent studio work. Heebner continued, “I use my notes and sketches as a way of getting back into the studio after being away for several weeks or longer.” Since 1995, Heebner, through her imprint Simplemente Maria Press, has created 17 such limited-edition fine art books.

Expeditions, including to places that are not typical travel destinations, frequently spark years of creativity for Heebner. “There are places that inspired a lot of work that were completely unexpected and magical-like going to Iceland,” said Heebner. “I went to Iceland, and it blew my mind. It was like walking into unexpected and magical–like going to Iceland,” said Heebner.

Everton enjoyed documentary photography and had become a master of the form. “I went to Iceland, and it blew my mind. It was like walking into unexpected and magical–like going to Iceland,” said Heebner.

Heebner’s passion and realized that she was a classic CCS student. She submitted a portfolio in 1971 and once she was admitted to the College, she flourished.

A faculty member, Max Schott, saw Heebner’s passion and realized that she was a classic CCS student. She submitted a portfolio in 1971 and once she was admitted to the College, she flourished.

**A faculty member, Max Schott, saw Heebner’s passion and realized that she was a classic CCS student. She submitted a portfolio in 1971 and once she was admitted to the College, she flourished.**
were in the building all the time.” Often a student would come up with an idea at midnight, and they would work on it until the sun rose. “The sense that you can go off and do somebody’s idea … there is no replacement for that. CCS is type of place that changes the way you think.”

Heebner fell in love with writing at UCSB and CCS. Although she was an Art major, she recalled: “There was a major emphasis on literature at CCS.” She was grateful that she did not have to choose between the two disciplines at CCS, and was encouraged to explore both fields.

Art from Experiences
Heebner has spent her career taking life experiences and making something tangible. She explained, “As an artist, I am curious and always pushing the envelope. I have a need to experience life, but then have it churn around inside of me and make something of it. I’ve tried to do that all my life.”

Once she graduated from CCS and received an MFA from UCSB in studio art, galleries started approaching her to exhibit her work. Throughout her career as an artist, she has had numerous shows and exhibitions across the country. “There is this satisfaction when you think you’ve done something—you have a sold-out show, or someone publishes an article on you. There are these moments where you are just like, ‘Yeah, that was good!’ There are dozens and dozens of these, and you savor those moments, but they are vanishing and then the rock rolls down the hill and you gotta start all over again.” The desire to get back to those moments keeps her going. Heebner added, “You live for those moments.”

Heebner’s path as a self-employed artist has not always been smooth, but she would not have it any other way. “It’s fun to allow for mistakes or surprises that can take you off onto a tangent that might lead to something absolutely wonderful that you couldn’t predict,” she stated. Her newest fine art book, *Cassandra*, pairs her images with a poem by Bay area poet and translator Stephen Kessler.

New Opportunities
In the early 2000s, magazines were having a tough time transitioning to digital. According to Everton, those struggles, coupled with the economic downturn of 2008, resulted in magazines slashing assignments. “Magazines really took a hit in 2008,” he noted. “A lot of magazines lost a tremendous amount of advertising and that advertising hasn’t come back.” Everton took the opportunity to work on projects he had been meaning to finish.

Everton collaborated with Heebner to publish the definitive photojournal of their hometown. The Book of Santa Barbara was released in 2010 and featured essays by the famous essayist Pico Iyer. Even though the couple had lived in Santa Barbara for a majority of their lives, they had very few photos of the seaside town. “We had to treat it like an assignment where it was our main focus,” said Everton. “People would say, ‘Well, you must have great shots of Santa Barbara.’ And I replied, ‘When? When I’m home, I am in the darkroom, I’m editing, I’m running errands.’ There was just no time to take photos.” So Heebner and Everton went to work on creating a book enjoyed by residents, newcomers, and tourists alike.

Everton also spent time putting together an update to The Modern Maya. He continued annual trips to the Yucatán after the original book was published in 1991. In those 20-plus years, he witnessed how NAFTA, the War on Drugs, tourism, and globalism impacted the once-secluded society. When *The Modern Maya: Incidents of Travel and Friendship in Yucatán* was published by the University of Texas Press in 2012, it portrayed how, over four decades, Maya culture adapted to outside pressures.

No matter the project, Heebner and Everton make each other’s works better. “We inform each other’s work,” said Heebner. “I think we make each other better. He’s got a different way of seeing the world and thinking about it than I do.” Candor, support and equality are paramount in their relationship. “Mary is an incredibly good editor for me, and I’m a good editor for her too,” said Everton. They both tell each other honest opinions on their projects. Heebner added, “We are a sweet mix of being strongly independent and deeply dependent on one another.”
“CCS has taught me how to evolve in both sound and knowledge, preparing me to embark on a journey of creative curiosity and allowing me to advance my compositional tools.

Jordan Mitchell
Third-year CCS Composer
CCS is truly a little family inside of UCSB. I love the supportive atmosphere and the wonderful sense of camaraderie that CCS students and faculty possess.

Anshika Bagla
Fourth-year CCS Biologist
For as long as she can remember, Sophie Nebeker, a third-year CCS Artist and Biologist, has used the surrounding world to inform her art. Supported by a donor-funded CCS Summer Undergraduate Fellowship, Nebeker spent much of the summer studying the effects of the Thomas Fire—the second largest fire California history—and subsequent severe debris flows with a UC Santa Barbara biology doctorate student. From this, she designed a sculpture to reflect the impact of these natural disasters.

The Thomas Fire provided a chance to see how an ecosystem is affected by a major disturbance. “I hesitate to call it an opportunity because it was a huge tragedy, but it was a fascinating way to see how an ecological community adapts to change,” she said. Working with Kate Culhane, a UC Santa Barbara Ph.D. student in Hilary Young’s lab, Nebeker studied how fire shapes a community ecosystem. By examining how the burning of the stream-side forest canopy led to increased algal growth, Nebeker and Culhane surveyed the influence on the associated community of invertebrates. “Kate will trace hydrogen isotopes from the insect samples up the food web to see how the diet of invertebrate communities changes based on the availability of aquatic algal or terrestrial leaf litter in the habitat,” Nebeker explained. “So when we were in the field, we would measure the stream hydrology and morphology and collect a lot of bugs.”

The entire time she was in the field, Nebeker tracked her sentiments to inform her art. Rather than create a real scene, such as an insect in a river, her piece focuses on impressions. “[My sculpture] is more like an abstract, kind of an emotional perspective,” she stated. “I’ve been distilling what feelings and words come to mind when I’m out there, and then make some form based off of those feelings.”
Nebeker’s unique position—as a Biologist and Artist—enabled her to create a work of art based on scientific research. And although it will be a piece of fine art, she approached her project with a science communications lens. “I find that a lot of my art is inspired by these natural shapes and forms, and the processes that create them,” said the Utah native. “I wanted to be able to make something visual, something you can approach that is beautiful while learning about the environment we live in.” Nebeker’s goal for the work was to convey complex information in an approachable and digestible way without sacrificing the integrity of the project. Nebeker continued: “You don’t want to dumb things down or give false information, but you also don’t want to overwhelm the viewer with detail, so it is an exciting line to walk.”

Nebeker feels more connected with sculpture than any other art form. “I really like sculpture because it utilizes an emotional component. Instead of looking at a painting, you are confronted physically with this object that you can walk around and interact with as well as have an intellectual relationship with.” As she works mostly with metal and it is difficult to create organic shapes without heat, the artist worked with Emily Baker, a CCS Art faculty member, to create bronze castings.

Nebeker realizes that this project was a learning experience and is grateful that the CCS Summer Undergraduate Fellowship enabled her to explore her two disciplines. “This was an excellent learning experience to see how I can translate concepts into art,” she stated. “With this fellowship, I was able to explore whatever I wanted—my creative desires had no limit.” She continued: “I learned about these two seemingly disparate things, but this fellowship gave me the opportunity to work on one project, while still satisfying these two sides [science and art] of myself.”

2018 marked the first time the CCS Summer Undergraduate Fellowships, supported by The Create Fund launched during the College’s 50th Anniversary, were made available to all CCS students, including those majoring in Art, Writing & Literature, and Music Composition. Previously, the fellowships were focused solely on student scientific research. Nebeker described how it felt to receive this funding: “It was a really amazing and liberating feeling because … as an artist and a maker, you’re not constantly having people say ‘let me help you, let me give you this so you can make art,’” she said.

Nebeker is one of 36 CCS students who received Summer Undergraduate Fellowships in 2018. CCS donors—alumni, parents, faculty, staff, and friends—completely funded each fellow, who spent up to 12 weeks working on a research or creative project. “It’s awesome,” said Nebeker, “when individuals can support us and can give the necessary resources for these intellectual and creative projects.”

Nebeker displayed her project at the 2018 CCS Research and Creative Activities Conference (RACA-CON) on November 3.
The Mixture of Galaxies

When Anoop Praturu (CCS Physics ’19) was 14, he visited his grandparents’ house in India. He eventually became bored, as would any teenage boy confined to the suburbs, and began bugging his older sister. To alleviate this annoyance, his sister handed him a book and urged him to read it. The book? Cosmos by Carl Sagan. He’s been hooked on space ever since. As he grew more interested in space, he realized, “This could be my job. I could just do this.”

Jump forward to mid-way through his undergraduate studies at UC Santa Barbara, where, for the past two summers, Praturu has been working with the support of a UC LEADS scholarship, which encourages upper-division STEM students of non-traditional backgrounds to continue to graduate school. In the second year, students can choose another UC campus to conduct research for the summer. Praturu selected UC Berkeley to continue the studies of his mentor Mike McCourt, a postdoctoral fellow at UCSB who earned his Ph.D. from UC Berkeley. He explained the reasoning behind his decision to target UC Berkeley, “I picked up a project he [McCourt] started with his old advisor [Professor Eliot Quataert] up in Berkeley. So it seemed like a perfect fit to go up to Berkeley and work with his advisor. It was a great experience.” Praturu eagerly looked forward to learning about Professor Quataert and forming a personal relationship with the scientist of whom McCourt had spoken so fondly. “It’s kind of like when you meet your best friend’s parent,” he added, “and you are like, ‘oh, that is where you get all of these really cool qualities from.’”

Praturu’s research focuses on the composition of galaxies and galaxy clusters, structures that, through gravity, bind thousands of

How teenage boredom led Anoop Praturu to the study of galaxy clusters
"Heavy elements are produced by stars, and these stars are all concentrated to the innermost thousand or so light years in these galaxy clusters," Praturu noted. "But surrounding this collection of stars is actually this giant halo of plasma and hot gas. That makes up the majority of mass in the structure of a galaxy." Specifically, Praturu studies how heavy elements become distributed throughout the hot gas and plasma cloud which fills the otherwise empty space in the galaxy.

"I realized that what I had been lacking was a sense of community of committed people ... and that is exactly what I found at CCS."
Richert Wang, CCS Computing faculty, mentors third-year CCS Artists Jake Tran and Chelsea Chung in game development

Almost everyone has played a video game at some point in their lives—from the single-player Gameboy Mario games of the past to today’s open-world games such as Red Dead Redemption 2. Lost on many gamers throughout time is the interdisciplinary nature of game development, which involves art, programming, music, and other fields. CCS Faculty member Richert Wang teamed up with third-year CCS Artists Jake Tran and Chelsea Chung to design a space that will be home to the emerging interdisciplinary community of game developers on the UC Santa Barbara campus: the UC Santa Barbara Game Development Club.

When Wang arrived on campus, he quickly recognized a void in game development opportunities at UCSB and set his sights on filling it. Jake Tran and Chelsea Chung, both CCS Art ’20, were interested in game development and student mentorship are long-standing. After receiving a Ph.D. in Information and Computer Science with a focus on distributed systems from UC Irvine, Wang spent time in industry working on Amazon’s mobile appstore and the AWS Appstream service until the opportunity arose to join UCI’s Science with a focus on distributed systems from UC Irvine, Wang was standing. After receiving a Ph.D. in Information and Computer Science, he focused on computer science education and course development until the opportunity arose to join UCI’s faculty. There, he was involved in the creation of these games. CCS Computing faculty member Richert Wang teamed up with third-year CCS Artists Chelsea Chung and Jake Tran to design a space that will be home to the emerging interdisciplinary community of game developers on the UC Santa Barbara campus: the UC Santa Barbara Game Development Club.

Having arrived in Fall 2017, Wang is relatively new to UCSB, but his interest in game development and student mentorship are long-standing. After receiving a Ph.D. in Information and Computer Science with a focus on distributed systems from UC Irvine, Wang spent time in industry working on Amazon’s mobile appstore and the AWS Appstream service until the opportunity arose to join UCI’s faculty. There, he focused on computer science education and course development including various game design topics, and sought a way to work with undergraduate students directly.

The CCS faculty-student advising model attracted Wang to UCSB. “I’d never really heard of this focus on undergraduate mentorship,” said Wang. His approach to mentorship is to discover the interests of each student, which empowers him to guide them to the appropriate resources—such as scholarships, classes, research, and other opportunities—that effectively help them achieve their unique goals.

When Wang arrived on campus, he quickly recognized a void in game development opportunities at UCSB and set his sights on filling it. Jake Tran and Chelsea Chung, both CCS Art ’20, were already making small steps in the right direction; they created a Facebook page dedicated to developing video games. “The idea of making games was present in many of my peers, but I could feel the frustration in how difficult it is to find other folks that want to work on their own, but she prefers to work with someone. ‘It just makes it easier for everybody,’ she said. ‘(Games are) so complex and strange and difficult. It is a miracle that any games exist at all.’ She continued. ‘Then this year, we got to start making games as a game development club.’

Wang’s leadership, coupled with the dedication of Tran and Chung, enabled the organization to experience tremendous growth with attendance at the weekly meetings growing from 12 to over 35 members. From understanding the mechanics of running a club to teaching Tran and Chung the programming skills they needed to lead the club effectively, Wang is someone any club member with a question can approach to find answers. “Richert is very clearly passionate about game development, which is important to us because we are pretty much running on passion,” said Chung. She added, her adviser is an encouraging force in the production of their work. “He makes sure that we are doing work and being productive so we can advance our own work portfolios.”

Along with computer scientists and artists, the Game Development Club also attracts students from all majors including, but not limited to, mathematicians, physicists, writers, musicians, psychologists, chemists, and biologists who collaborate on projects together. “One of the things about game design is it is an interdisciplinary field,” Wang explained. “You can’t just have great mechanics without aesthetics, and you can’t have great aesthetics without mechanics. It really is a combination and balance of many elements that create a unique player experience.”

“When you are trying to possibly make a career in game design or get into that industry, a lot of it is, ‘What have you done? What does your portfolio look like? What games have you developed?’” Wang asserted. “So the opportunity for students to meet other students, form collaborations in interdisciplinary teams, and actually create games and build their portfolios is something that can be used to seek employment in this field.”

Wang’s commitment to the club goes beyond the project level. “He’s giving his time and energy to make a club space for us and getting furniture and everything. He’ll even help us get food for large events,” said Chung. Tran stated, “Richert has encouraged my passions and has given me opportunities to grow as an artist, student leader, and person. He has always been so understanding and has helped me feel grounded.”

The club meets weekly on Fridays at 5:00 PM in CCS room 143.

Richert Wang (front-third from the left) and Chelsea Chung (front-center) with the UCSB Game Development Club.
The College of Creative Studies houses eight distinct disciplines, each with its own focus. Simultaneously, the College seeks to build an interdisciplinary community of young scientists, artists, composers, and writers. The annual Research and Creative Activities Conference (RACA-CON) provides a unique opportunity for students in all eight disciplines to share their research and creative activities with each other and the public.

Held on November 3 in the Girvetz Hall, over 250 CCS students, faculty, and parents attended this year’s RACA-CON. Attendees witnessed 28 student talks on topics ranging from a student-run musical to the future of particle colliders and everything in between. Subsequently, over 55 students took advantage of a beautiful Santa Barbara autumn afternoon by showcasing their work in the RACA-CON poster session in the Girvetz Hall courtyard.

CCS urges students to get involved in research and creative projects from the moment they step on campus, allowing them to immerse themselves in laboratories and studios, which often leads to CCS students getting published. Katie Feerst, a fourth-year CCS Biologist, gave a talk about a marine worm she discovered and named Amphiglona Joyce after her grandma Joyce Beck this past summer. “RACA-CON was a fun and supportive environment,” said Feerst. “I tend to get nervous when giving talks on my research and this was a great opportunity for me to practice my speaking skills.” Feerst continued, “This work is my greatest accomplishment to date and will be my first publication, so it’s awesome to be able to share that with my friends and family.”

As an interdisciplinary conference, RACA-CON encouraged each participant to build a presentation for a general audience rather than those within their discipline. Feerst and other students focused on the big picture. “I made sure to give a general overview of the process and emphasize the importance of the results rather than the minutia of the details,” she said. Delenn Jadzia (Chemistry ’21), Hannah Morley (Writing & Literature ’21), and Preston Towers (Music Composition ’18) gave a memorable talk about their experience creating a musical. Working on the CCS Musical over the course of the last year inspired the trio to create their own show, “Homebrewed: A Musical Quest,” and their presentation focused on this journey. Jadzia said of the talk, “We spoke about the process of writing while living in different cities and performing one of the original songs.” The trio used RACA-CON to build awareness about their play. “We’re at a pivotal point where we are trying to spread information about the show,” added Jadzia, “and RACA-CON provided a platform to do so.”

David Watson, CCS Computer Science ’99, closed the conference with an enlightening keynote address. He observed that there are two approaches as one assimilates knowledge and moves forward in life—going deep and becoming a specialist in a field or to be a generalist, someone who knows a little about a wide range of topics. He urged students to take a T-shaped approach to their career—both going deep into one subject and learning an expanse of knowledge of many other things, often in a cyclical manner as life raises new opportunities and challenges. Watson’s career exemplifies this model. After his graduation from CCS, he was an early employee at Google but soon ventured outside of computer science when he—along with his wife Vinitha—created Zoo Labs, an artist residency that teaches business skills to musicians to provide them with a greater toolbox to expand their craft. More recently, he has moved into self-driving trucks. David and his wife Vinitha have provided CCS students with the opportunity to learn how to practice the breadth of this “T-shaped” approach to life by establishing the Transdisciplinary Fund at CCS in 2006. The Transdisciplinary Fund underwrites short visits by scholars or practitioners working at the intersection of two or more disciplines with the goal of encouraging student discussion across disciplines.

David Watson, CCS Computer Science ’99, closed the conference with an enlightening keynote address. He observed that there are two approaches as one assimilates knowledge and moves forward in life—going deep and becoming a specialist in a field or to be a generalist, someone who knows a little about a wide range of topics. He urged students to take a T-shaped approach to their career—both going deep into one subject and learning an expanse of knowledge of many other things, often in a cyclical manner as life raises new opportunities and challenges. Watson’s career exemplifies this model. After his graduation from CCS, he was an early employee at Google but soon ventured outside of computer science when he—along with his wife Vinitha—created Zoo Labs, an artist residency that teaches business skills to musicians to provide them with a greater toolbox to expand their craft. More recently, he has moved into self-driving trucks. David and his wife Vinitha have provided CCS students with the opportunity to learn how to practice the breadth of this “T-shaped” approach to life by establishing the Transdisciplinary Fund at CCS in 2006. The Transdisciplinary Fund underwrites short visits by scholars or practitioners working at the intersection of two or more disciplines with the goal of encouraging student discussion across disciplines.

CCS looks forward to continuing the tradition of showcasing original student work at RACA-CON next fall!
Shake On It!

CCS students write, compose, and produce the sixth CCS original made-for-tv musical

by Shelly Leachman for The Current

Imagine being able to sap the personality traits from all whose hands you shake, and assume them for yourself. Would you become the person you always wished you could be? Would you ultimately learn to appreciate the “you” you were before?

Such is the situation of shy Amanda Steinberg, who even describes herself as “boring as a piece of bread”–an opinion shared by her fellow high school students. That is, until a charismatic gambler bestows her with the power to steal her peers’ personalities for herself with a simple shake of the hand. Soon, drab Amanda is an overconfident extrovert, cracking jokes and taking names.

Where is this going?

Ask the creative team behind “Shake On It,” the musical that was conceived, written, composed, produced and performed by students in the College of Creative Studies (CCS). Amanda’s curious tale comprises the latest iteration of CCS TV Musical, a course that gives undergraduates the reins to develop and execute a musical–start to finish–over two academic quarters.

It all culminated in three live, public shows, then a closed, multicamera taping, which was broadcasted on UCTV following a red-carpet premier at Isla Vista Theater.

“The CCS TV Musical is a longstanding tradition on campus that engages students in the act of creating at a very deep and personal level,” said Kathy Foltz, former interim dean of CCS and a professor of molecular, cellular and developmental biology. “It is one of those wonderful experiences that a university student can look back on and say, ‘I did that!’ It’s one thing to read about how to create a musical from square one, but it is quite another to actually do it, from conceiving the story, composing the music, and then actually pulling it all together in high-caliber performance. It is truly a labor of love, and a gift to the entire campus and community.”

The musical was created by students, but CCS TV Musical the class is the brainchild of Jeremy Haladyna, a faculty member in music composition. Seeking a way to give students experience in writing for the stage, he first launched the course in 2004.

“From the very beginning there really has been a steady, high-quality effort on the part of the students,” said Haladyna, also a lecturer in UCSB’s music department and director of the campus’s Ensemble for Contemporary Music. “This is an enterprise that involves these faculty members over two quarters, and students get 12 units if they see it through. It’s a big deal, so we expect a lot and they deliver a lot.”
Haladyna has also run the course in 2006, 2010, 2012 and 2015, in addition to the past academic year. Starting in the fall, he squires the students through writing the show—both the book and the music—from treatment to plot skeleton to songs. Every student works on every aspect, first by submitting storyline ideas. They vote as a group on which to pursue, then collaborate to develop characters, dialogue and song lyrics.

Production and rehearsal consume winter quarter, when 10 more weeks are devoted to bring the show to life on stage with the help of Gerry Hansen, a theater and dance faculty member who has been directing CCS TV Musical since 2010.

"The students involved are all very creative, dedicated and eager to learn," Hansen said. "Although theater is an unfamiliar environment for them, they all are very open to the experience and challenges, and willing to work hard to make sure the project is a success."
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That includes Writing & Literature major Andrés Worstell, who said it’s been a whirlwind in the best sense of the word. He and fellow then-CCS freshmen Ryan Harriman and Hannah Morley wrote the show’s script. Their first year of college and they’ve already penned an original musical.

"We just got to UCSB and out of the gate we’re doing something like this, which is just crazy," said Worstell. "I hadn’t personally written a musical before—none of us had. It’s such a unique experience and such a great opportunity, and it’s just been wonderful to do it.

They have done it all. Besides writing the show, Worstell is lighting it, Harriman is serving as stage manager and Morley is performing, playing Amanda’s best friend, Carly. It’s a creative mashup, CCS to the core.

"These are precious years, and this is the time to learn and try things out," said Haladyna. "Don’t do the 1,000th performance of ‘Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat’ when you can do your own thing and see how it plays. They laughed, they didn’t laugh, they liked that song. Assessing how their work plays in public—that’s invaluable. This is the time to experiment, and if you’ve got a place like CCS that will foster that, you’re nuts not to exploit it."

The full broadcast of “Shake On It” can be viewed on-demand at ccs.ucsb.edu/musical.

In addition to writing, composing, and producing “Shake On It,” CCS students also performed in the show (photo/Shivash Ghardiri)

Birdwatching (excerpt) by Via Bleidner

My mother was a skinny, worried lady. She did not like attention. At age forty-eight she dyed her thick brown hair gray and stopped wearing makeup, because that “was the natural flow of things.” She did not get along with my granny, and every Thanksgiving there’d be an argument about something like gravy or table settings. Tension swung over the table, thick as cream, as matriarchy was passed around like a game of hot-potato.

By the time I turned thirteen, my mother and grandmother were not on speaking terms, and Thanksgiving dinners consisted of my mother and I silently handing each other bowls of limp turkey slices and cold stuffing. Suddenly I missed the loud fights, my granny’s spicy vegetable sauce. You never realize how lucky you used to be until your quiet wiry worried mother is wiping brown cranberry mush from her knit sweater.

I resorted to silent escapades to my grandmother’s house in the middle of the day, when my mother was too absorbed in staring at the walls to ask me where I was going. I figured that since they weren’t talking, I could have a little bit of fun while I was at it.

December Night in my Dorm by Komal Surani

lights dimmed:
we are laughing
too close to each other
to focus on the reasons we are here

The First Time by Komal Surani

you elongate my spine to the wall
hands pressed down on sides
lips pressed red from lipstick

I am jigsawed into you
knobs and walls and door jambs and desk corners
and your teeth, body bruised for days

I have never been whole before

To view the full list of winners and their works, visit ccs.ucsb.edu/create/writing-competitions.
A squid hat. An ocarina performance. A brand-new school logo. These and other unique touches marked the 2018 CCS commencement ceremony.

Roughly 80 undergraduates from the unique college for self-directed students received degrees and honors, gave speeches, played music and enjoyed a solid send-off into their futures from alumni and faculty alike.

No matter their direction, urged alumni speaker Danna Staaf ('05 Biology), students should define success for themselves. “We need to embrace our own passions, understand our own needs and make the choices that are right for us,” Staaf said on choosing meaningful work. An expert on cephalopods, Staaf managed to combine her affinity for squid with her journalistic talent as a science writer and educator.

For CCS logo designer Jon Ritt, who was a CCS art student in the 1980s, it was a chance to finally march across the stage, an event he “postponed” for 29 years.

Nikola Kapamadžin, a CCS Mathematics major who passed away in 2017, was awarded a posthumous degree.

A full recap of commencement can be found at ccs.ucsb.edu/commencement.
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2017-2018 Fundraising Highlights

Alumni, parents, and friends of the College of Creative Studies make a tremendous, positive impact on the College and enhance the lives of our students who go on to become leaders and change agents in our society. Our supporters make student success possible!

Make a gift online at ccs.ucsb.edu/giving

100% donor-funded?

CCS, the second-highest

100% donor-funded?

Your donation

Make a gift online at ccs.ucsb.edu/giving

For information on giving opportunities, please contact CCS Director of Development Venidile Jeronimo (venidile.jeronimo@ucsb.edu or 805.893.5504).
You're invited!

2019 CCS Community Events:

San Jose
February 24
ccs.ucsb.edu/SJ

Los Angeles
March 16
ccs.ucsb.edu/LA

Santa Barbara
April 27
ccs.ucsb.edu/SB

2018-2019 CCS All College Photo